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of

Editor

Hedonism and Asceticism.

Of

Philosophy has two aspects.

No. 81

these, ethics

forms the prac-

and, a systematic conception of the universe, the
Philosophy and ethics go together fallacy in the one
Materialism will logically end in
leads to corruption in the other.
hedonism or utilitarianism, for it places the object of life in mateaspect,

theoretical.

;

happiness

rial well-being, in

;

Spiritualism will lead to asceticism,

a renunciation of the pleasures of the world. Monism rejects both
it sees the purpose of existence in progress, in the constant

views

man's aspiration to be

Open Court, but

PHILOSOPHY.

tical

is

;

aspiration after something higher and nobler.

AUgefiihl

Prof. Oldenberg

of the present day.
the origin, growth,

one of the most eminent Sanskrit scholars
He tells us in popular language the story of
is

and present

state of Sanskrit research.

The

discovery of the Veda, which forms the subject of the paper pub-

must be accounted the most important acquisition to science ever made through any one branch of oriental
enquiry.
The results of investigation in this department have relished

No.

in

84,

constructed the foundations of comparative history,

him

Through the untiring efiforts of great
a new world, a new literature, a new and strange people

scholars,

have been revealed

tify

im Einzelnen," the All-feeling
"man's conception

of experience are perceptions.

Reality

the

Truth

is

sum

total of all that

is

is

properly called

lllri--

Reality therefore implies not

only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.
its

idea of something absolutely

untenable
istence

Existence

manifestation are not two different things; both are one.

The

is

;

it

Unknowable is

not manifested

ohm: IVirklkhkcil

—

which

is

therefore also

an object whose exe.,
existence without reality; Si'iii
contradiction,
an
impossibility.]
a

would imply the existence
;'.

justly

be asked,

it is

"On

in

unison with the

All.

A

moral educator or
what authority dost thou jus-

religion.

is

And he will tell us that his authority is not
he speaks in the name of universal order. Accordingly

his authority

like beautiful

is

that of religion.

If

dreams that have no

it

were not

so, all

his

good

reality.]

Ethics is the Science of Morals it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison
;

with the All.

Natural history and the history of mankind prove that here on
earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
'

of existence.

e.

,

Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the W\.
those which enhance progress, and morally ImJ are those

,

All,

/.

c, those which retard or

of

many

superstitious notions in the world, of

its

and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
But
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality.
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that science as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
If religion
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other.
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
origin,

German, derived from luirkeii, to take effect. Reality is
not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-

and

(see

thy precepts?"

naturally produced

lichkdt in

ness of things in their relations.

individual

[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has

is.

impossible. Reality

the

prevent progress,

[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute)

may

of morality

which are not in harmony with the

the conformity of cognition to reality,

is

in

of the world that serves

precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air

i.

DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS.

The

definitions that

are man's conduct in so far as

personal;

to us.

The Data

All.

as a guiding-star through life" (page 11 So).]

Morals

philology,

philosophy, and religion.

all

foot-note page 965); as

preacher

—

of the Veda. The Interpretation
H. Oldeneerg. .Nos. 84 and 85
OF the Hindu Epic

The Discovery

harmony with the

have been presented are in
strict agreement.
Mr. Hegeler in No. 25, defines Religion as
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lutheran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durchGott, " and replacing the Word God by the more comprehensive word The All).
The editor has defined Religion as
" man's consciousness of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as "Das

[The basis

HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL.

in

[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of

either the one or the other

is

wrong.

The

history of the

human

mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
religion and science.
and re-adjusted.

The

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

the union of Religion and Science, and opens a
ress for both

]

new

vista of prog-
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THE PRESERVATION OF MORAL PURITY

if

IN CHILDREN.
BY

A.

H.

HEINEMANN.

If

happens

of love

to

meet with a

they were able to fight for their

Middle Ages, they
danger of committing

ladies as did the knights of the

would most assuredly not be

to

suicide for them.

knowledge, but habit and use, by which alone the goal
Habit is second
of ethical education can be attained.
nature.
Train a man to the habit of thinking nothing
but what is pure and good, and he will grow unable
to think or to will anything impure.
By means of
habit, education must make a desire of the pure, and
a correlative horror of the impure, a natural impulse
equal in power and intensity to an inborn force, though
superior to it by being conscious of itself.
Education bj' habit does by no means belittle the
Both must
claims of the education of the intellect.

proceed side by side, as educational science instructs
us.
The boy with a well developed ethical power
ought also to be possessed of a clear judgment regarding the moral value of any events confronting him.
One of these events will, naturally, be an attack of the
genetic, or amative passion.
But amativeness, as it affects secret organs, is also
fond of secrecy and shy of observation and publicity.
It will not submit to being discussed openly, but will
prefer pondering over itself in a self-indulgent, dreamy
sort of way.
In fact, bj' preventing a boy, or girl,
dreaming, j'ou may count almost with certainty upon
delivering his or her passion of love of everything
morbid there may be in it.
Amativeness is not an active passion, else it would
not be dream}'.
It was of an active nature at the time
of the Troubadours and Minnesingers when it stirred
up men to deeds of valor. In those times woman occupied the seat of honor both at tournaments and in
men's minds. She does not do so now, or, at least,
she does so onl}' in exceptional cases and with exceptional men.
With most men, woman is but a neces-

means for the pleasurable satisfaction of desires,
an expensive luxury which man is not able or willing

sarj'

deny himself. In fact, most men, and more
young men, look upon the satisfaction

genetic passion as the greatest pleasure of

monomania

their

in

withstand temptation, to reject whatever is evil, and to
But it is not
desire and do what is pure and good.

ularly,

li

9,

disappointment.

The aim of ethical education must be to evolve
man the capability, that is, the will and the power,

•to

MAY

Such

in

become

That is the reason
must now be pronounced the most violent, the
most dominant passion of the period. Young men

recesses of the affected individual.

why

it

from the moment they

will think of their lady-love
rise in

the morning until they

working, or eating, they

ing,

all

;

walk-

the time, have

the thought and image of their love in their minds.

That constant preoccupation will, in most cases, exercise a repressive influence upon the activities of both
mind and body. A laxity of muscle and of thought
will frequently set in and go on increasing.
At the
same time there is generally an ever increasing desire
of being alone and an irresistible tendenc}' to dreamy
inactivity and fanciful revery.
From such a dreamy condition to an attempt at
obtaining satisfaction of the genetic passion, the tran-

and natural and almost sure
boy or girl, has been allowed

sition is eas}'

to occur. In

fact, after a

to

abandon
dreamy

himself or herself, to that indolent condition of
self-indulgence,

escape from the

hardl}' possible.

There

a

no means

is

removal of the causes of the

evil,

defiling
to

prevent

result
it

is

except

and the causes are

the want of energy and of the love of exertion univer-

found

sally

in the present generation.

minded boys and

girls

and there

will

Bring up pure
be no danger of

the vice of self-indulgence.

A
tics,

boy with a

taste for outdoor sports, for

work not excluded,
give

gymnas-

or for any active exertion in general, intellectual

way

will, as

to the spell of

a rule, not be inclined to

dreamy self-indulgence

of the

When

he is in love, he will pursue
the object of his passion with the energy and activity
passion of love.

olden times.

of a knight-errant of the

stoop

to

become

moralizing effects of the passion.

will not easily

The means by which
velopment

He

will not

the dozy self-indulgence of the love-sick

weakling and

fre-

asleep again

fall

will,

of the

life,

Love has

a passive passion, pent up within the mental

partic-

quently to such an extent as to throw away their lives

passion of love are

efforts of strength in the

very generally excluded in this day of ours.

to

of the genetic

a prey to the de-

prevent the excessive de-

passion, consists, therefore,

THE OPEN COURT.
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adequate development of the talents and the

strength of the boy, by which a habit of incessant activity is

induced, preventing him, under any circum-

dreamy

stances, to submit to the spell of the

dulgence

That

of passion.

educational

management

is

self-in-

the main secret of the

of the case.

There is every opportunity at present to obtain a
knowledge of the method to be followed in this sort of
education. You need only go to the Kindergarten
and the manual-training schools to see how the system
of educating youth by means of work and habit is
practically carried out.

From
active

earliest age,

their

When

the time.

all

children
still

must be kept

in their cradle, their

attention when they are awake should incessantly be
kept busy. The first gift of Frcebel, the soft ball, is
When the child
of an inestimable value at the time.
commences to move about, it must always be engaged
doing something. If inclined to discover something
on its own hook, it must be watched to keep it out of
mischief or danger, although it should be allowed to do
But it- must never be
as it likes as much as possible.

allowed to

lie,

or

will there ever

sit,

or stand, and do nothing. Neithei;

be an inclination to be

In fact,

idle.

him use or manifest them

much

as possible.
Such
and improve his inna.te
powers, every child will love to engage in. Under such
treatment habits of industry and constant exertion cannot fail to become a natural tendency of the growing
man.
Another point as important as that of the love of
activity, is that of purity of language and thought.
Language is thought. Through impure language youth
gets used to impure thought.
"That cannot be so," say people. "A child will repeat what it hears without knowing what is the meaning of the sounds repeated."
That is so, no doubt. But by repeating sounds
which have an impure meaning, the ear gets used to
hearing, the mouth to speaking, words having impure
meaning. These impressions of the senses get fixed
in the mind like any other impressions, or sensations
the mind gets used to them and will retain them.

as

will strengthen

activity as

;

When,

subsequent period, the child begins to un-

at a

derstand them, they have already become part and
parcel of the stock of knowledge stored in the mind.

Thus

it

was the

early and unconscious hearing and re-

peating done by the innocent baby which has

filled

mind with impure sensations which are later
formed into impure conceptions and thoughts.

trans-

an illness, or the result of illness. It does
not occur in healthy children unless they are brought
up to it by being at first forced to indulge habits of

the

inactivity.

children from hearing and repeating impure language.

idleness

is

The most dangerous time

is

the twilight hour of

the evening before the gas or lamps are

quently passed in a dreamy, lazy

way

of

lit.

It is fre-

doing nothing,

everyone indulging in apparently harmless thoughtIt should be spent in talking to children, in
telling tales and hearing them tell theirs, in explanabut it should never be spent
tions and controversy
The habit of dreaming is the source of a
in dreams.
great looseness of thought and action inducing a love
of ease and habitual slothfulness. I would never allow
lessness.

;

of

such a period of twilight unless the mental activity
company was unusually lively.

of the

When

the boys are old enough to go to school and

play about with their companions by themselves, the

parents should see that they have either some work to

They must never
and meditate, or dream.
It is not sufficient, however, to produce constant
activity by supervision, that is by outward compulsion
only. The love of activity, or exertion, must be planted
in the child's mind, must be a natural tendency. Such
attend

to,

or that they played about.

be allowed to

sit still

love of exertion
ing for the

work

is

to

not possible unless there

is

a real lik-

be done. The work, or activity must

be agreeable to the talents and inclinations, to the capacities of the child.
It is of paramount importance,
therefore, to find

of

out a child's natural talents and,

having found them, to develop them, that

is,

to let

This remark, timely as
ilized country, is
in

It is

the utmost importance, therefore, to protect

it

no doubt

is in

little

every civ-

For
impure language and, conse-

particularly appropriate here.

no other country

is

quently, the influence of the genetic passion -percep-

an age as in America.

tible at so early

Equivocal ex-

pressions suggestive of circumstances neither com-

prehended nor comprehensible as yet, with kissing,
courting and touching, begins with our children commonly before the)' get into their "teens." And with
that early contact between the male and female, the
secret working of the genetic passion commences.
If
you would ward off that impure influence, protect 3'our
children from bad language. Accustom their minds so
thoroughly to purity of expression and thought that
they cannot listen to, much less repeat, vile words
without a feeling of disgust. It is that feeling which
will cause them to persistently reject equivocation and
vulgarity.
I

all

have a

boy

little

of

thirteen

the conditions just described.
to

who

supplies

me

the time with substantial proofs of the reality of

any

of the vile

hesitates to

may

strike

tell

him

talk of

He

will refuse listening

and never
me, anything which

his playfellows,

his mother, or

as strange or suggestive of evil.

When

he was eleven years old, he happened to fall in with a
lot of rough boys using very vile language and telling
all sorts of indecent and obscene tales causing my boy

THE ORKN
to feel

an irrepressible curiosity about the sexes and
He wanted an explanation

the generative functions.

was compelled either
to give him that explanation or to let him go to other
sources of information. Now, I am aware of the nature
of such sources as are accessible to children and I was
afraid to trust my boy to them.
The other day, I know, a boy at a public school
had heard a word new to him and suggestive of some
secret and immodest meaning. He went to Webster's
dictionary which is the book most generally consulted
by both boys and girls upon these matters, and tried
A teacher (male) happened to see
to find the word.
him at the book and asked him what word he was
looking for. The boy told the master. "Oh, that is
and solution

for his doubts,

and

I

COURT.
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require hardly an}' further explanation, the drawings

generative organs being enough to explain

of the

everything to the

full satisfaction of

He

the subject.

will not listen to

will tell

he will pronounce that word held in reserve and will, by so doing, practice himself in the art

twitted about ignorance.

looking

for,

of dissimulation in

addition to the improper curiosity

causing him to consult the dictionary.
I had by all means to avoid bringing such conse-

quences upon

my

boy.

When

I,

therefore, found his

curiosity excited to such a pitch as to require satisfaction,

I

made up my mind

to instruct

him

in

the

the generative organs of plants calling his attention to
the beautiful leaf-like shapes of these organs, and,

more

particularly, to the difference

between these

or-

gans in the male and the female flowers, the transmission of the pollen, and the development of the
seed in the female flower.
I continued that part of the

prating

.of

The

ignorance.

upon the subject caused

him

scientific

to

receive

it

in a sort of

mood

exclud-

ing the possibility of frivolity and prattling levity.

No

doubt, therefore, this knowledge has eradicated that

morbid curiosity with which the suggestions of his
companions had filled him, and has thereby preserved
him in all his innocence and purity of word and
thought.

Another advantage

of the scientific

gives. to the

boy the courage

this that

He

it

need not now be afraid

of

On

knowledge

is

of his opinion.

being called a baby and
the contrary he is able

to silence his opponents by the superiority of his
knowledge. His strength has been increased by the
study his contempt of the ignorance displaying itself
in bad jokes and vile insinuations, has become very
pronounced and his determination to act up to his
knowledge and be upright and pure has grown much
;

;

clearer and firmer.

THE PAPER DOLLAR.
BY WHEELBARROW.

Mr.

S., of

Lincoln, California, has criticized

my

complaint against the silver dollar. He says that I
offer "only one argument against continuing the coinage and use of the dollar, namely
silver in it."

—there

is

not enough

This, he says, "is about the only argu-

ment founded on

fact,

advanced by any opponent of
Very well, the only argu-

the monetization of silver.

founded on fact " against the last half ton of
bought was that it contained only seven hundred and fifty pounds. What further argument is necessary ? The coal merchant gave troy weight in mistake for avoirdupois. The quality of the coal was good

subject until he ceased asking questions

ment

said he

coal

upon it and
understood the matter.
Then I proceeded to the lowest kinds of living
creatures and pointed out how similar their generative
organs were to those of plants. In this connection the
incident of contact between male and female presented
itself so naturall)' that the boy almost found it out by
himself.
The progress from worms and molluscs to
fishes, birds, and mammals was now so natural as to

idle

serious instruction he received

natural process of propagation.
I obtained a number of books with drawings on the
physiology of plants, animals and man, and commenced
with plants. I showed him a great many drawings of

talk,

anything his friends

secret matters because he

him upon these

esteems their

:

is

Before

to

no business of yours," said the teacher. "You told
us yourself we must look up any word which we do
" So you must,
not understand," replied the boy.
but not such a kind of word," was the teacher's direcWhat would the
tion when he sent the boy away.
boy do then ? go somewhere else and be more eager
than before to find out that thing which his teacher
tried so hard to conceal from him as to actually
withdraw the rule he had laid down for finding unknown words in general. And in future that boy
he will supply himwill do as all his companions do
self with another word beginning with the same lett,ers
and of an innocent meaning, and when asked what he

—

the boy.

man, my boy told me, I need not
go any further, he had seen enough of it and thought
he understood it perfectly. I was very glad to hear
him say so, and much more so when he told me that
none of the boys who had ever spoken to him about
such matters, really did understand anything about it
they all were groping in the dark, and if any of them
came again to talk to him, he would tell them that
they knew nothing at all about it and that he understood the whole science of it.
Ever since the boy has been fully satisfied upon

we had advanced

"

I

enough.
dollars

I
I

complain not of that. So the nine silver
my week's wages were good silver,

got for

but they were deficient in weight.
plain

of.

That's

all I

com-
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The weakness of my argument, says Mr. S., "is
apparent upon reflecting that there is not a dollar's
worth of paper in a greenback or bank-note; yet
the paper dollar will buy as much as the gold dol-

The weakness

lar."

of this

argument consists

in the

no such thing as a paper dollar. As
to the pieces of paper that travel about as dollars, I
will do them the justice to say that they make no
claim to be anything more than promissory notes. I
had one of them this morning it was my only monetary possession in this world, and 1 squandered it at
the meat-market, but before parting with it I read
carefully the legend on it
"The United States will
pay to bearer one dollar." This promise I traded for
beef.
I had no money to pay for the beef, but the
butcher accepted the printed promise of the United
States to pay for it, and I walked off with my Sunday's
roast.
Mr. S. thinks that the "paper dollar" buys
beef because of its own value and he reveals in that
queer delusion the weakness of his own position.
When anybody tells Mr. S. that the reason why
the paper promise to pay a dollar will buy beef, is
because it is based on gold, and can be exchanged
for gold, he replies, "Is it possible that any considerable number of those who. make this reply do
not know that the silver dollar can also be exchanged
fact that there is

:

—

;

for gold, or for silver certificates, that are
in

equal to gold

purchasing power?"

am

so ignorant as

With shame I confess that I
not to know that the silver dollars

can also be exchanged for gold ones, and I will be
thankful if Mr. S. will tell me where this wonderful
miracle is done. Do they perform it at the United
States Treasury ?
If not, will they do it at the Mint
in California? If

forms

me

Mr. S. knows the magician who peralchemy, will he kindly introduce

this valuable

him ? I should like to win his friendship.
Or for silver certificates." This unlucky phrase
condemns Mr. S.'s argument, because if gold dollars
to

"

and

silver dollars are of equal value, then gold certifi-

cates and silver certificates
similar amounts,

and

for gold certificates

exchanged
ferior

;

must

but the fact

for silver certificates,

value.

All

also be equal for

silver dollars could
is,

be exchanged

they can only be

because of their

in-

decrees of legislatures regulating

the purchasing power of money, or the selling value
of

goods, are void by the constitution of nature and

They are futile as the law which declares
how many bushels of wheat shall grow on an acre of
land, and how many pounds of wool a sheep shall wear
society.

and gold dollars were
equal, surely the Government would not make any distinction between them. Let Mr. S. test the Treasury,
and he will see his golden vision vanish. Let him
deposit ten thousand silver dollars with the Treasurer
of the United States, and ask him for a gold certificate
in his overcoat. If silver dollars

amount, and the very messenger boys will
him. Let him ask for a certificate to that
amount simply in dollars, without specifying the
metal, and the result will be the same.
His certifiof that

laugh

at

was
pay back

cate will be very careful to say that his deposit

and the Government

in silver dollars,

when

nothing else
•

the certificate

Mr. S. asks a plain,

"Does
retire

is

will

returned.

straightforward

question,

Wheelbarrow' believe it would be good to
the silver dollar, or would he have more sil'

He

ver put in it?"

shall

have a straightforward an-

believe that if more silver were put in it, it
do " good " to me, and it was purely from a

swer.

I

—

would

standpoint of self-interest that my attack upon the silver dollar was made. As a man working for wages, I
confess that

am

I

ver in the dollars

not satisfied with the weight of
I

my

get for

and

labor,

To

reaches the value of a dollar in gold.
a silver dollar

is

for

me

me

worth eighty cents

will

as a gold dollar worth a

tell

me

sil-

like
it

that

purchase as

hundred cents,

my common

sense

;

that fourteen ounces

make

as valuable a

to trifle with

ing

would

metal in the silver dollar increased until

to see the

much

I

it is

like

persuad-

pound

and that it is a superstition
to believe that there is any difference between them.
If I accept Mr. S.'s invitation to wander off with
him into a discussion of the good or evil policy of
" retiring " silver dollars, both of us will soon be
floundering out of our depth in the flood of jargon inveiited by currency tinkers and quack statesmen to
bewilder a lot of dupes like Mr. S. and me. What
of coffee as sixteen ounces,

gibberish

is this

actual value to
in the earth

;

into silver for

about "retiring" anything that is of
?
Nature has planted the ore

mankind

men dig it out and smelt it, and refine it
human benefit, and immediately a lot of

marplots want to "retire " it into the moonbeams, or into the nebular hypothesis, or " anywhere,
anywhere, out of the world." As wisely talk of " retiring" the mountains whence it comes.
As well talk
financial

The coinage

of "retiring" corn, or hats, or calico.
silver should

be unlimited, for coining

is

of

nothing more

than the government certificate stamped.upon the piece
of metal to the effect that it weighs so many penny-

weights or grains; but it should be an honest coinage,
not eighty per cent, truth, and twenty per cent, falsehood. The present Silver Coinage Act is a monument
of imbecility or dishonesty. If silver coinage is a

thing,

And

why

if it is

limit
a

it

to four

million dollars a

good

month?

bad thing why compel the government to
month? This kind of ob-

coin at least two millions a
struction to nature's laws

manship.
Mr. S.

is

sensible a

man

and

circulation, as

left in

is

ironically called

states-

kind enough to say that I am " too
to wish to see silver demonetized

was done

in 1873."

He

is
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also positive that

I

work

" did not

wages during
when em-

for

those six terrible years from 1873 to 187S,

bought silver at from ten to fifteen cents discount, and paid their laborers with it at full value."
As to that I can only say that I did work for wages
during those " terrible six 3'ears," but I must confess
that my employers did not oppress me to such a heartless extent as to pay me in silver dollars, because they
were at a premium. I never received a dollar in silver during the whole time, because greenback dollars
were cheaper than silver dollars, and my employers
paid me in paper. Employers on the Atlantic coast
were not so hard-hearted as they were on the Pacific
They didn't impose upon their workmen the
coast.
If they had done so, it would
cruelty of silver dollars.
have been better for me. Mr. S.'s illustration curiously proves my position, that workingmen are always
paid in the cheapest money current at the time, and
if he will keep strict watch he will notice that in proportion to the cheapness of the dollars paid them for
their wages, inversely and adversely is the dearness of
the necessaries of life which they are compelled to buy.
What will I do "if silver appreciates in value until
it is worth more than
gold ? " Well, I will cross that
bridge when I come to it. But I shall never cross it,
because when that appreciation comes I shall be
treading the golden pavements of that celestial city
where silver is cheaper than sand.
So long as the government redeems the silver dollar by accepting it for taxes at its face value, so long
it may be kept at mercantile par with a gold dollar
but whenever the government knocks that prop from
under it the silver dollar will fall to its bullion value
business will drop to a silver basis with a crash, and
plo3'ers

;

the prices of everything will rise except the price of
labor.

A

depreciated currency

is

a continual

menace

working men. When I hear them clamoring to
be paid in cheap mone)' for dear work, their cry sounds
to the

like a

vehement appeal
M.

for

GUYAU'S FAITH.

RELIGION.

The predominant

idea, that

develop and follow through

was that

of " life "

and
system

morality,
all

his

as the

religion.
is

understood, in

all

the following

its

M. Guyau intended to
its main consequences,
principle of art,

creative conception of
:

Life,

when

correctly

very "intensity" encloses a princi-

ple of natural " expansion," generosity,
tion.

Guyau hence draws

—

—

—

'

and fecunda-

the consequence, that

—

materialism of the last century.

While pointing out
life,

we should

this social aspect of individual

same time give

the

at

religion,

d

life

'apr^s

more

a

solid

basis to art, ethics, and to a religion, worthy of the

name.

At the time when Guyau studied the utilitahad seen the Eighteenth Cen-

rian philosophy, he

tury close with

the egotistic

Volney and Bentham, akin
materialism of de

La

theories of

Helvetius

to the rather too naive

Mettrie and even of Diderot.

Our Nineteenth Century has enlarged the boundaries
of science.
On the one hand, matter has more and
more been subtilized under the observant eye of the
scientist, and the " clock-work " mechanism of de La
Mettrie has become totally inadequate for the solution
problem of life. " On the other hand, the indiwhich had been regarded as isolated, pent up
within its lonely mechanism, of late has appeared as
essentially accessible to influences from without, in
close solidarity with the consciousness of others and
determinable by impersonal sentiments " (cf. Guyau
L'art au point de vue sociologique. Introduction.) The
nervous system is no longer conceived as the seat of
phenomena, the principle of which surpasses the individual organism. On the contrary, solidarity predomof the

vidual,

inates over individuality.

bound and circumscribe

It is

really as difficult to

any living body an

in

aesthetic,

moral, or religious emotion, as within the same to
tual

phenomena

The

facts relating

;

the physical and intellec-

are equally expansive and contagious.
to

sympathy, whether nervous or

mental, are becoming better

known

;

those of sug-

gestion and hypnotic influence also begin to be sci-

we

From

the most easily observed

pass by degrees to the

phenomena

normal influence among different human brains,
and hence also among different stages of human consciousness.
The Nineteenth Century will close with
discoveries, as yet but vaguely formulated, but perhaps in the moral world as important as those of
Newton or Laplace in the sidereal world, to wit dis-

of

:

coveries bearing

human

M.

nesses.

upon the

existing attraction of- the

and human wills, solidarity of
and penetrability of human conscious-

sensibilities

intelligences,
The original is published in La Morale, Vart et la
Guyau. By Alfred Fouillei. J^V'/Ar ^/fa«. Paris. 18S9.
^'

—

'

cases of disease

yv'/.v.

common

The

and social point of view, the conflicting dualism of
which always more or less apparent has proved the
stumbling-block of our extant utilitarian theories on
art, ethics, and religion.
According to his theory the
highest task of the Nineteenth Century the one to
which he himself wished to contribute his share was
precisely " to impart a paramount prominence to the
social side of the human individual, and generally
of all created beings "
the very side, which throughout had been too much neglected by the egotistic

entifically investigated.

BY ALFRED FOUILLEE.*
Translated from the French by

I

naturally within itself reconciles both the individual

confine heat or electricity

lower wages.

THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF INTENSE AND EXPANSIVE LIFE CONCEIVED AS THE COMMON PRINCIPLE OF ART, MORALITY,

AND

i6i
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Guyau, accordingly, attempts to found a scientific
psychology and sociology, in the same manner as the
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries had founded
physical and astronomical science.
In his sj'stem,
social feelings will reveal themselves as complex phenomena, mainly produced through attraction or repulsion of the nervous systems, and comparable to
astronomical phenomena. Social science, which to a
great extent is made up of ethics, aesthetics, and of
religion, in Guyau's system, becomes, as it were, " a
more complicated astronomy." Finally, Guyau's scientific psychology and sociolog}' " will even shed a
new light " upon metaphysics themselves. Let us
take for an instance determinism.
In the latter we
have a doctrine, which while denying to individuals
the form of personal power, termed free-will
seemed
at first to exert only a depressing influence; and yet,
at the present time, this very doctrine seems to giv^e

—

—

birth to certain metaphysical hopes,

yet of unlimited bearings,

still

very vague,

making us perceive, " that

our individual consciousness might possibly exist in a
kind of dumb communion with all other consciousnesses ; and that, on the other hand, consciousness
thus expanded in the world, must, like light and heat,
play a very important part yet, doubtless, further
capable of increase, and of extending through the
;

coming ages."*
Since

all life

own. The thorny leaves

Agave before develop-

of the

ing and displaying their enormous borders, for a long

time remain wrapped within each other, and forming

During

clusters like single hearts.

this period

thorns of each leaf are impressed upon
Later,

leaf.

all

its

the

neighbor

these leaves grow in size and withdraw

but their birth-mark remains, and grows
along with them, like a seal of pain impressed b}' life
to a distance,

The same takes place in our heart, in which
from our very birth are impressed all the joys and
griefs of the human race and with each of us, despite
all our efforts, the once impressed seal will remain.
itself.

;

same manner

as the "I" to contemporary
an illusion, as there is no separated
personality, being really made up of an infinity of beings and of small consciousnesses, or states of consciousness, so also any purely selfish pleasure is but
an illusion. My own pleasure does not exist without
the pleasure qf others, and I feel as if the entire society must cooperate toward this end, more or less
so, from the narrow circle that surrounds me and my
own family, to the vast society in the midst of which
I live.
Such were the conceptions and theories that
Guyau wished to apply to art, ethics and religion.
In Guyau's conception, the beautiful was the higher
life as immediatel}' felt in its expansive intensity and
in its double activity both individual and social ethics
was that same higher life, as "willed" and sought
after; religion, finally, was the higher life as "imagined" and, indeed, imagined under the forms of a

In the

psychology

—

is

;

"in becoming conscious of

the same time will perceive that

it is

itself" at

indivisibly per-

sonal and socially collective, the same must also take

place in regard to the " feeling " that
as soon as within us
free

COURT.

it

we have

of

life,

becomes more intense and

—the feeling which we term "pleasure."

Like life, pleasure has always a certain social side,
and it will more and more develop this aspect by virtue of a transformation, which is not one of the least
important that the future has in store for humanity.
Even the ethics of Epicurus pointed to this same
conclusion.
In fact, what would be a purely personal,
selfish pleasure ?
Does there really exist any of the
kind ? What part can it play in life ? Descending the
ladder of animated beings, we perceive, that the
sphere in which each being moves, becomes more
and more contracted, almost clogged. Such are polyps
and mollusks attached to certain fixed points. On
the contrary, when we ascend to the higher orders of
beings, we at once see that their sphere of action
opens, widens, is fused into the sphere of action -of

art, ethics,

and religion ought

the dignity of a collective

In man, individual feeling at all times reaches far
beyond the individual itself. Pure egotism would not
only be mutilation of self, but even an impossibility.
Neither my griefs nor my pleasures are absolutely my
znic sochlogiijuc.

to raise individual life to

life.

When art will have given us in an intense form the
immediate feeling of the life that has been realized,
morality shall make us "will" the life to be realized;
finally metaphysics
the basis of religion will cause
us to constrtict hypotheticall}' a world of a higher life,
the supreme end of our loves, and ultimate term of our

—

—

efforts.

All

these

considerations,

as

furnished

by psy-

M. Guyau's
mind abutted on a theory of solidaritj' at the same
time organic and social, which according to him was
chology,

the

physiology,

common

and sociology,

in

principle of true aesthetics, true ethics,

and true religion. The universal " determinism" to
hihi was but the logical and mechanical form of this
solidarit}', which M. Guyau extended not merel)' to
the individual or to

other beings.

* Guyau, L'art an point de

—

" universal society of consciousnesses." In other terms,

human

societ}',

but to the entire

nature.

In one of his philosophical monologues in verse,
which the form is familiarlj' adapted to his unfettered frame of mind
under a sensible image we also
in

—

detect his conception of universal solidarity.

one day near

Biarritz, while

Thus,

ascending a certain steep

THE OPEN COURT.
companion

path, with the usual
side,

"

of his

rambles at his

in the following lines

he pours forth his feelings

That mounts from

leafless oaks, their naked arms reach out,
Like wrestlers stripped, and eager to engage
In tierce contention, while the North-winds shout.
And vainly strive to throw them down in rage.
A dying tempest whistles up on high
While the mad clouds assume the changing form
Of giant birds borne headlong through the sky.
Their strong wings helpless in the stronger storm."

And
dream

There

is

the broken cloud there suddenl}' issues a ray

this

;

beam was

single

and the roads all
to change

sufficient

everything, not only without, but even within

"

ourselves are parts of God."

sacrifice

and pain

to

and sufferings seemed
awa}' through the broken storm-cloud.
"

They know not why; but
I

am

not even master of

yield, as

I

must

solidarity,

finally of vital

which

consciousness of true individual life is
completely involved within the consciousness of our

union with universal society.

"As pure mathematics

bend beneath it, as the trees
the sea-wind sweeping down the shore."

Cares, griefs,

and

life,

ETHICS.

treatise

of universal application.

:

spirits

Bow

this

effects that the

must be recognized as being
Kant says

?

A sunbeam warm with grace a heart can ease.
.\nd human thought belongs to self no more,
Our

of

on ethics as a science is Immanuel Kant's "Foundation of the Metaphysics of Morality." {Grundlegung zur Metaphysik
He attempts in this little book to show
der Sitten.)
that the rules of moral conduct can be based on an
unalterable principle, which by rational beings can and

what is that force omnipotent, I ask
Whose hand exalts us to its own domain ?
Whose nerves electric move us to our task,
of self-devotion,

grandeur

intrinsic

FORMAL THOUGHT AND

;

;

no denying the

The most remarkable

;

good

purely

:

The rifted clouds give way. the light shines through.
To our weak hearts from Nature's ardent soul.
One thrill of the divine, and all is new.
The darkness passes, rolled up like a scroll.
The wrinkled Earth smoothes his benignant brow.
And speaks in songs our spirit walks abroad.
Communing with the Universe and no%v,
All things are

all

series of very different works, the unit of which is the
idea of "life," of expansive fecundity inherent to the

;

intensity of

around

and absorb

indivisibly psychological sociologic conception of art,
M. Guyau has developed it in a
ethics, and religion.

Eternal spirit, shine while we ascend.
Fling out a light our stumbling feet to guide."

of light that irradiates the scenery,

when

for a closing period in the world's history,

selfish, " egoistic feelings."

At

From

—

dream,

" altruistic feeling " will supersede

the ground,

Bending beneath the dolorous weight of thought
last our eyes the hazy pathway found.
Not the smooth road our wistful hearts had sought.
But rough as life, and like it without end.
It's tortuous coils twined round the mountain's side

there follows that half-poetical and
common to all evolutionists the

finally

half-scientific

;

we march, our heads toward

1613
ce be each pathway bright,

radia

Removing from the oad that selfish " I."
Let us reflect withii ourselves the light
£
rth, or falls from out the sky.

:

The

" Forward

own

With our

all to

phy

vanish

yield,

my fears.

My restless

heart holds grief and joy concealed,
From my dull sight, while I am racked with fears.
The tear of sorrow and the smile of joy.

Await alike the hazard made by fate
They come by its consent, while I employ,
what strength I have, and learn to watch and wait.

is

distinguished from applied mathe-

may

the pure philoso-

(the metaphysics) of ethics be distinguished

from the applied

matics and pure

philosophy of

lo.gic

from applied

ethics, that

logic, so

as applied

is,

to

human

nature.

By

once appears that ethical principles
are not based upon the peculiarities of human nature, but that they
must be existent by themselves a priori, whence, for human nature, as well as for any rational nature, practical rules can be
terms

this distinction of

it

at

—

derived.

We prefer to

:

call

Kant's Metaphysics of Morality f
ethics is as truly the basis

Formal

"Formal Ethics."

applied ethics as for instance geometry is the basis
Formal ethics is a science as demonstrable and plain as logic oj arithmetic, and like the other
of

"

The
And

vast eternal thought itself unrolls.

home, the Universe, where I
Seek for the mystic power which controls
My fate, and yours, and that of all who die.
I am, myself, of the creative word,

A

fills its

syllable.

What

matter,

if I

find

of geodesy.

formal sciences will find

That melody divine the prophets heard.
That rhythm pure, the concert of the mind."

almost indignant at his own littleness, of
not being even allowed to remain undisturbed, alone

Guyau

is

with his thoughts, free like a
"

within

heart

I

feel the

God

budding

and applica-

:

rose.

is conceived as a power of determining itself to acaccordance with the conception of certain laws. .\nd
such a power can only be met with in rational beings. Now it is
the end that serves the will as the objective ground of its self-determination, and this end, if fixed by reason alone, must hold
'

'

tion

Will

in

equally good for

belong to all. No single pain
Exists, no solitary pleasure falls to me.
Whatever comes to one all share the gain,
Each ocean drop belongs to all the sea.

good,

lite

pray that I the griefs of all may share
And in your pleasures have a kindred part.
May I be happy with my race, and bear
The hearts of all within my bursting heart.
I

verification

Kant says

And like the butterfly I kiss the flowers.
From you to me all pain and pleasure flows.
From me to you the same, and all the powers
Of

"

my

its

tion in experience.

"To know

all

rational creatures. * * *

what

requires on

my

I

have
part

to do in order that my volition be
no far-reaching sagacity. Unexpe-

* Versification by Gen. M. M. Trumbull.
here briefly review Kant's ethics in so far only as we agree, and
t
abstain from a discussion in so far as we do not agree. Some of Kant's
For instance, his conideas, and more so his terminology admit of criticism.
ception of freedom is vague, and his discrimination between man as homo
noumcuon or a moral being, and man as homo phienomenon or a physical being,

We

can not be conceded

in the

sense he puts

it.
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rienced in respect of the course of nature, unable to be prepared

ness.

for all the occurrences transpiring therein, I simply ask myself

act the dangers of our desire for happiness.

Canst thou

a universal law

Where

?

maxim

there the

that the

will,

maxim

of thy

may become

conduct

can not become a universal

it

qf thy conduct

is

:

In fact, morals are preached in order to counter-

road of virtue does not appear

The

high-

at all pleasurable,

nor

lav;,

reprehensible, and that, too, not

of any disadvantage consequent thereupon to thee or
even others, but because it is not fit to enter as a principle into a

by reason

possible enactment of universal laws."

promise ever to become so, while the by-paths
of vice are extremely pleasant to look upon, and many
ofthem will continue to be so for a long time, perhaps
even to the end and the end may be a sudden and
does

it

;

Kant formulates
" Act so as
to

become

maxim

maxim

of thy

in the following

way

painless death.

:

conduct by thy volition were

a natural law."

maxim

a

If

the

if

his

is

fit

to enter as a princi-

ple into a possible enactment of universal laws,

be found

harmony with cosmical laws

in

must come

in conflict

universe.

It

ently adhered

;

if

it

will

not,

it

with the order of things in the

then cannot stand, and
to,

will,

if

persist-

lead (perhaps slowly but inevitably)

to a certain ruin.

A

will that as

self to

in

a matter of principte determines

it-

be guided by reason alone, and thus to remain

unison with the order of the universe, Kant calls a
will.
The command prescribed by pure reason
the " categoric imperative." He calls it " categoric "

good
is

because its behests admit of no exception, and are to
be applied with rigid universality.
Since there is
only one kind of reason, there is only one measure
or standard of morality, which must be the same for
all rational beings.
A "person," according to Kant, is
an individual who can be held responsible for his acts.
A person can by the power of his reason regulate his
action according to principles, and the subject-matter
to which in special cases the categoric imperative
obliges or binds us, is called "duty."
The enormous practical importance of formal
thought appears here in its full significance. All for-

mal truths are necessary truths they possess universality, and therefore they can be employed as norms.
;

In other words, they are ethological

;

they can be used

as rules and constitute a categorical ought.
as

it

Ethics

is,

were, the logic of man's conduct, and vice versa;

logic

may

Geometry

be considered as the ethics of thinking.
is

the ethics of measuring and arithmetic the

Without formal thought and
without the rigidity of the laws of formal thought, we
could have no constitutive norms whatever, no basis
for scientific investigation, no guidance for invention,

ethics of calculation.

and no foundation

of ethics.

Before Kant arrived
explain

at

his ethics, he

had

tried to

morality from man's desire for happiness.*

But he abandoned

this

idea entirely; and certainly,

morals can not be identified with our desire for happiness, although it is true that immorality always causes

much

misfortune, and

;

;

conduct

of

Happiness is like a shadow if pursued it will flee
from us but if a man does not trouble himself about
it, and
strictly attends to his duties, pleasures of the
best and noblest kind will crop out everywhere in his
path.
If he does not anxiously pursue it, happiness
will follow him.
Happiness in itself, the quickened pulse of joy, the
gladness of heart, and the laughter of our lips is a
shallow and empty thing; it has no value, and the
man who attended to his duty for the mere pleasure
of having the consciousness that he has done his
duty, would find his reward poor.
He must attend to
his duty for the sake of his duty, and he will realize
that it is not happiness itself that blesses us, but the
object which causes our happiness
it is not the joyous thrill as such, but the ideas, the hopes, the aspirations that joyfully thrill through the fibres of our menAccordingly, we should not so much
tal existence.
care for happiness and for a great amount of happiness,
but that our desire for happiness be satisfied with, and
respond to, such motives only as possess moral value
such as are in harmony with the universal order of

will,

as a rule, lead to unhappi-

;

—

things.

Although we accept Kant's formal ethics as the
basis of morality, thus attributing the highest authority

conduct to reason, we do not in the least
undervalue the importance of experience as a source
of information concerning our moral aspirations. And
although we maintain that, as there is but one reason,
so there is but one standard of morality, we do not
in matters of

deny that there are many different stages and innumerable aberrations in the moral development of mankind.
The abstract conception of a good will is always one
and the same, being the unison of will with reason,
but the conception of that which is to be looked upon
as good, must necessarily vary not only with the kind
and amount of reason we possess, but also with the
changeable demands of the circumstances in which we
live. Different conditions require different duties; and
to different duties different moral ideals correspond.
Usually
of past

we

are inclined to judge the actions of

men

times from the standpoint of the moral ideals

and many apeven right,
with regard to the circumstances and requirements of
their era.
If some hero of olden times had acted acof to-day.

But that

is

entirely wrong,

parently barbarous deeds are justifiable

—
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cording to the higher and better ideal of these latter

would have been considered (and sometimes
perhaps justly so) as weakness on his part.
For
though the ethical tendency is the same throughout,
yet the evolution of ethical ideals shows different
days,

it

stages.

The
endows
justl}-

innate qualities and talents with which nature
certain individuals,

and which therefore are

called gifts, according to the theory of evolution,

The labor of former generations is not lost its fruit has been preserved
and handed down to the generation now living.
are faculties inherited from ancestors.
;

This fact has a profound ethical import
There is nothing without work in this world. That
easy and apparently effortless production which we admire

in genius, is possible

The

only through the inherited

acquired by the labor of ancestors.

abilities

single individual, therefore, ought to be con-

And

scious of being the product of the labor of ages.

what he does, be

it

evil or

far as his individuality

his contemporaries.

good, will live after him in so

impresses

itself

and influences

In consideration of this fact,

man

with reverence of the past, with regard for

will think

the future, and with earnestness of the present.
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Henceforth the work to be done for their preservation
divided and dispensed in such a way that some
cells perform one, other cells an other function for
the unity thus created.
It is division of work, according to a general plan and that is what constitutes an
organism.
The single organ or limb of a body does no longer
is

;

exist for itself but

serves the idea of a larger unity

which it feels itself to be a part. The purpose,
aim, and end of its existence is forthwith not in itself
but in something higher than itself. This principle
Organisms cannot
pervades all organized nature.
The relations of the
exist but under this condition.
different organs of an organism among themselves demand special kinds of work to be done, which, if the
organs were conscious, we would not hesitate to call
their duties.
The organs of an organism, if in a state
of health, obey this principle, and this principle is
essentially a moral principle.
The same principle which produced organisms and
animals, guides them in their further development and
only so far as any creature is animated by this ethical
guidance, is it able to develop into some higher being.
The moral principle is the star of Bethlehem that guides
the foremost men of all human races to the cradle
where a new truth and new duties are born and where
of

;

The categorical imperative of Kant appears as a
norm or a regulative law which is of universal validity
just as much as the norms of arithmetic or logic.
All

new ideas are thriving.
The human body and the organism of society both
rest on the same principle.
The first higher unity is

the rules of formal sciences have a normative,

the family

i.

a

e.,

regulative value.

nations.

If they are rigidly applied, they will in all cases be
found to be correct and to lead us to true results.
The categoric imperative, however, (not unlike the
norms of the other formal sciences,) is more than a
mere regulative law it is a natural law which rules
the development of the world and is the cause of all
progress in the history of evolution. We can verify
its presence through an impartial observation of facts
by experience.
;

Human

society could not even exist, nor could

ever have risen into existence,
did

not

minds

No

to

if

the moral

'

it

families

grow

into tribes,

and

tribes

form

love of parents has broadened into pa-

and no doubt the next higher

ideal will be

that of humanit}'.
to which natural development
and there will be no rest in the

The next higher stage
ever tends

is its ideal,

minds

of the single individuals until this ideal is real-

ized.

After that,

new

ideals arise and lead us

onward

on the interminable, infinite path of progress, not as
Darwin says, merely driven by the famous law of the
struggle for

life,

but prompted by the

strife

for the

ideal.

The

ought

ethical

principle

is

no mere constitutional

law, proposed by a legislature as fitted to serve the

obey the behests of the categoric imperative.
is possible unless it is founded upon the

It is, as we have learned, a natural law
majority.
pervading the universe and a scientist must be blind
Even in the inorto facts if he does not discover it.
ganic world, I venture to say, this law prevails, though
Gravitation out of a whirlpool of
in a broader sense.
gaseous materials forms well-arranged solar systems.
It is the law of order and unity which dispenses to
different bodies the different parts to be performed.
The law of gravity, as formulated in mathematical
terms by Newton, is the ethical rule of primordial matand if the single atoms of a nebula which are
ter

society

Morality, although in a broader sense of the word,
far beyond the province of rational beings.
does not oxAy regulate the relations among them, it
also creates the conditions from which they originate.

extends
It

Cells possess

all

properties of organized beings

alimentation, growth, and propagation.

A

:

mother- cell,

having reproduced itself by repeated divisions, is still
connected with its filial cells. All cells in their union

more

triotism,

;

The

human

constantly prompt the majority of

basis of morality.

are

the germs of

fit

to

encounter the struggle for existence.

;

;

still

rushing

in different directions,

could

tell

us their
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ideal,

would be that

it

ple mechanical rules

;

a harmoniously regulated

of

The chaos

solar system.

crew

of the

of the

Trenton when

in the midst of the

according to sim-

death- dealing hurricane they saluted the

the ideal will be realized, and

tunate Calliope as she struggled out to sea.

will clear,

the general turmoil will give

way

to order.

" Almost sure,

for-

" of instant death them-

says the T^/egraph,

"

more

selves they could see the queen's ship at her utmost steam pressure

This world

not a world of happiness, but of eth-

is

The essence

ical aspiration.

fathom by fathom her way

fighting

preciate the gallantry of the effort,

of all existence is evolu-

new

tion or a constant realization of

True,

ideals.

it

to

and safety and ap-

life

cheer the brave,

handsome

ship defying the hurricane, and, finally, see her glide past,

coming the

over-

a strange contradiction to say that people are consci-

and the savage wind with the generous
pleasure of true mariners, glad of a smart and daring deed.
We do not know in all naval records any sound which makes
a finer music upon the ear than that cheer of the Trenton's men.
It was distressed manhood saluting triumphant manhood,
the
doomed greeting the saved, it was pluckier and more human than
any cry ever raised upon the deck of a victorious line of battle
ship it can never be forgotten by Englishmen speaking of Amer-

ously sacrificing and losing their lives in a struggle

icans."

the struggle for life; but

is

you look

if

at

it

more

roll of

the sea

'

closely, is

humanity
lives for

it

really life that the progressive part of

striving for?

is

No, they

some higher purpose,

sacrifice

for their ideal.

look upon the martyrs of progress,

for

even their
If

we

would indeed be

it

'

;

life.

The

ideal

or the illusion of an enthusiastic

;

—per-

haps even a morbid-brain. An ideal, however, is a
part of our soul, and it is such as prompts us to action, and can regulate all our conduct in life.
The
power and importance of ideals are greatly increased
because they can easily be imparted to others in a few
words. A martyr may die, but his heroism can at
the same time be impressed on the minds of his very
hangmen, so that the best part of his soul is implanted
into their souls, and triumphs through the sacrifice of
his

life.

MRS. ELLA
To

the Editor
I

that

I

most intense

considered, they

Physically

structures in
of blood

is

realities

are

a living brain.

done by the combustion

of the

extremely small, and

"Researches

It is entitled
i)

Researches

in

author believes this

in

Oriental History," which

Jewish History

Derivation of Christianity

3)

Its

is

;

4)

;

2)

in Zoroastrian-

Whence came

the Aryans?

the only successful attempt to trace

the Messianic idea from

its fountain and follow it until developed
Let every thinker carefully read this compendious volume, and then judge if the author has not made good his

into Christianity.

imaginable.

organized
mechanical work

certain

The

oxygen

how

in a

few drops

great, incalculablj'

Here is the 66^ fioi irov otu
Kai Kivfjau TTjvyijv*
The
of which Archimedes spoke.
thinking of an ideal may not cost more expenditure
great, is the result obtained

!

energy than o.ooi foot-pound, and

j'et it

may

rev-

olutionize the world.

The

ideal

is

no mere

fiction,

it is

a

power

of real-

pervading the universe as a law of nature and
with regard to humanity it points out to man the path
ity,

;

Progress, if it is guided by the ideal,
produce new and better eras for humankind. And
a moral tendency were not the fundamental law of

of progress.

One

thing

p.

certain, a vast

amount

of Christian authority has
if

the author has arrived

based on Christian evidence,

fault of the Christian than his

own.

He

it

is

proves by their

more the

own

in-

and admissions, in some cases, that there are no monumental traces of the Jews ev«r having been in Egypt, that they
were not a nation previous to their captivity, only 445 years before
the Christian era, and that the Christian religion was derived from
myths many thousand years old.
It is hoped that this book will be extensively read, not only
by radicals, but by conservatives also. It is filled with valuable
historical facts that enquirers cannot afford to lose.
The whole
book, with table of contents, makes 407 i2mo pages.
It is printed
from new long primer type, on fine, double calendered, white
paper, and strongly bound in muslin.
Price $1.50, sold by the
author, G. W. Brown, M, D., Rockford, 111.
Further, I am not
vestigations

Ella

advised at this date.

Barre, Mass., April

E, Gibson.

25, 1S89.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

nature, there could not be any advancement, develop-

ment, or evolution.

is

been consulted, quoted, and adduced, and
at false conclusions,

will
if

so well pleased with Doctor Brown's book, just issued,
cannot forbear requesting space to say a few words in its

embraces,
;

GIBSON ON DR. BROWN'S BOOK.

E.

The Open Court.

AM

favor.

ism

of

claim.

Ideals are the

of

CORRESPONDENCE.

erroneously supposed to be an imag-

is

inary nonentity

c.

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XXXV. — Continued.

AN INSTANCE OF HIGHER HUMANITY.
The

noble nature of a higher humanitj^ came with

spontaneous vigor to the front in the moment when
in the Samoan waters the men-of-war of three nations

The

Professor seized the two leaves of the manu-

said, "What I have here, is both valuable
and discouraging one could almost weep that it is not
more it is a fragment out of the sixth book of the anscript,

and

;

;

struggled against the fury of the elements. The London Telegraph is greatly struck by the gallant bearing
I"

Translated

:

Give

i

;

to

stand on and

I

will

move the

world.

nals of Tacitus, that

manuscript.
^

we

already possess in another

These are two leaves

Translation copyrighted.

of a

parchment
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volume, but between them many are lost. The writing
better than I should have expected.
is well preserved
It is written by a German, in the characters of the

choose your

twelfth century."

the

—

.

looked quickly over the contents in the light
The Princess glanced over his
of the setting sun.
shoulder curiously at the thick letters of the monk's
hand.
"It

is

correct," he proceeded,

discovery

is

structive to

compare

He

extant."

more calmly, "the

It will be inmanuscript with the only one
" If it is a copy," he
it again.

of the greatest interest.
this

looked at

murmured, " perhaps both indicate a common source.
Thus the manuscript that we are seeking must be torn;
these leaves have fallen out, and perhaps during the
packing up have been shoved into a wrong book.
There is much still that is mysterious; but the main
appears to me certain, that we have here a remnant of the manuscript of Rossau, and this discovery
ought to be a guarantee that the remainder is at hand.
fact

But how much of it?" he continued, gloomily, "and
what condition will it be ? "

in

again listened anxiously to the steps of the men
He rushed out of
clearing away in the loft.

He

who were

room up the

the

stairs,

"The work goes on
is

but returned in a few minutes.
slowly," he said

;

"as yet there

nothing to be seen."

" I do not know whether to wish that it should go
on quickly," exclaimed the Princess, cheerfuU}'; but
her eyes gave the lie to her smiling mouth. " You
must know that I am very selfish in helping 3'ou to
find the manuscript. As long as you are searching you
belong to us. When you have obtained the treasure,
you will withdraw yourself into your invisible world,
and the retrospect alone will remain to us. I have a
mind to close the remaining rooms of the house, and
only to open one to you each year, until you have be^

come
"

quite at

home

with us."

That would be cruel not

to

me

alone," replied the

power

is

commissioned

to enter

into business arrange-

ments, but they are not of the nature to determine
your decision. Yet when I express the same wish,
that

you should remain with

us,

I

do

it

from

my own

heart."
" This demand upon me is very unexpected," answered the learned man, with astonishment. " My
custom is to weigh such proposals calmly, and from difI therefore beg your Highness
ferent points of view.

not to require an answer."
"

I

cannot

should like

of the

am

"I

Sovereign

to satisfy shall

let

to

you

off,"

exclaimed the Princess. " I
my own way. You shall

gain you in

be

a teacher in the University,"
"

fulfilled."

replied the

teach with pleasure, and not without
whole nature and the course of my eduThe rights and duties
cation fit me for this vocation.
which enclose my life have a firm hold on me. I have
pupils, and I am engrossed with the work in which I
wish them to partake."
Professor.

You

"

I

My

success.

will never find pupils that will be

devoted, or cling more warmly to you, than

more

truly

my brother

and myself."
"

am

I

not a tutor

who can

oversee the duties of a prince

method

rigid

of the

;

for
I

any length

of time

am accustomed

professor, and to

to the

quiet

labor

among my books."
" This last part of your occupation, at least, will

not be lost to the world by your remaining here. This
is just the place where you would find leisure, perhaps
more than among your students."
" This new life would bring me new duties," replied the Professor, " which I should feel called upon
It would occasion me also distractions to
to fulfill.

which I am not accustomed. You invite a man whom
you regard as firm. True, in his own circle of life, that
character he possesses
but you have no surety that
in another sphere of life he will continue to be so. Do
not believe that under changed circumstances I shall
retain the repose and calmness of effort that the mind
of a worker needs; and my dissatisfaction at inner disturbances would certainly make itself felt upon those
about me. But even if I could hope for all regarding
my home and my private relations that would make
.life satisfactory to me, I must still take into consideration where I can personally be most useful and I am
not at present convinced that this would be the case
;

;

here."

The Princess looked down

The Princess stepped up to him. " I do not speak
mere empty words," she said, in a changed tone. "My
father wishes you to make your home with us. Ber-

is

:

Professor.

gau

and occupation here as freely as

compatible with our different relations }'ou shall have
every kind of distinction, and every wish that it is in

He

"

office
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men who were
of

sadly.

The

steps of the

manuscript from the piles
rubbish still continued to sound above.
"Yet," continued the Professor, "if we were to be
to free the

fortunate enough to find the manuscript,

perhaps many years of

new

my

task,

my

many

days,

would be taken up by a
which would be so great that I might find
life

University occupations a burden.

Then

I

should

have a right to ask myself, in what surroundings I
should best be able to advance this work. In this case,
I should also have a right to leave the University for
But if I do not find it, it will be painful
a long time.
to me to part from here, for my soul will long hover
restlessly about this place."
" I will not let you off so easily," cried the Princess.
" I hear only the words, duty and manuscript.
Is the
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liking that

we show

a

no value

to you, then, of

to j'ou

?

am a woman, and consider me as
warm-hearted boy, who looks up to you devotedly,

Forget, now, that

and

is

I

not quite unworthy of j'our interest."

The

Professor looked at the student

who

stood be-

him and did not wish to be considered a woman.
The Princess had never looked so attractive. He gazed
on the' blushing cheeks, on the eyes which were fastened so expressively on his countenance, and on the
rosy lips which trembled with inward emotion. " My

fore

pupils generally look different from that," he
softly,

"

and they are accustomed

to

criticize

said,

their

teacher more stringentl)'."
" Be content for once," said the Princess, " with
finding pure admiration in a susceptible soul. I have
I
before said how much I value your acquaintance.

am no empress who
employ

"wish to

governs a kingdom, and do not

j'our

should consider

it

powers

in

my

interest.

But

I

the highest happiness to be in in-

timate relations with your mind, to listen to the noble
words you utter. I feel a longing to look upon life

You have easily, as if
have tormented me, and
answered questions with which I have struggled for
Mr. Werner, you have taken a kind interest in
years.
me if you go from here, I shall find myself alone in
those pursuits with which I should most prefer being
occupied.
If I were a man I should seek you as my
teacher
but I am fettered here, and, I beckon you
to me."
with the clear

e}'es of

a man.

in play, solved riddles that

;

;

The learned man

listened, entranced, to

the soft

"I do not beg for myself alone," continued the

my

brother also needs a friend.

his task to take charge of the welfare of

you could do
others.

When

for his
I

mind would be

It will

man}^

be

What

for the benefit of

look away from the present, and dream

our princely house and of this country,
proud that we, brother and sister, have a presage
of what will be demanded in our time from princes,
and I feel an ambition that we should both, before all
I
others, show ourselves worthy of this high calling.
hope to see a new life developed in my home, and my
brother and myself surrounded by the best minds of
our nation. Thus we should live sensibly and earnestly
together, as our times require
it should be no pleasure-loving Court after the old style, but a hearty intercourse between the Sovereign and the mind of the
nation.
That will make us freer and better in ourselves, and will be an advantage to the whole people
it will also be a bright remembrance for future times.
When I think of such a future, then, Mr. Werner, I
see* you as the dear companion of our life, and the
thought makes me proud and happ)'."
The sun was setting, and its last, rays fell glowing
of the future of
I

feel

;

upon the Princess and the head of the scholar. Sweetl}'
sounded the song of the nightingale among the elderbushes; the Professor stood silent opposite the beautiful woman who painted life to him in such rosy
his heart beat and his strength failed him
colors
He saw before him two eloquent ej'es, and the sound
of the entreating words, "Remain with us," rang with
entrancing magic once more in his ear.
Something rustled near the Princess; the leaves of
the manuscript which she had taken fell to the ground.
The Professor bent down to pick them up, and as he
raised himself again began, in a feeble tone:
" Your Highness takes a bright look into the future;
my eye is accustomed only to read single lines in the
;

Here lies my first task; my
dreams hover about these leaves. I am only a man of
the study, and I should become less were I to endeavor to become more. I know that I deprive myself
of much, and in this hour, when a vision of a brilliant
life shines before me so invitingly, I feel this more
deeply than ever. But my greatest happiness must be,
from within quiet walls, to impress upon the souls of
others what will there blossom and bear fruit.
M3'
greatest reward must also be that in hours of triumph,
history of past ages.

when

filled

with the consciousness of power, some

pupil of mine will give a fleeting thought to the farteacher, who has been but one among the
thousands that have fonned him, but one among the
many sowers in the limitless fields of science."
Thus spoke the scholar. But while speaking, with a
severe struggle for composure, what was true and
distant

honorable, he did not think only of the truth, nor

voice that spoke so persuasively.
Princess, "

COURT.

only of the treasure which he was seeking, but of the
greater one which he had

left

in order to

quest with the beautiful fairy of the tower.

pursue his
He. heard

the beseeching words, " Do not go, Felix," and they
were a timely warning. " When I return to her, will
she be contented with me ?" thought the innocent man.

He was
The

spared the necessity of asking the question.
rolling of a carriage

steps of the servant

was heard below, and the
to announce an

who was coming

arrival.

" Is your will so inflexible, 3'our intention so firm!"
exclaimed the Princess, passionately." But I am also
I shall continue m}' entreaties.
obstinate
War be;

tween us two, Mr. Werner!

Farewell,

She hastened down the

steps.

till

evening."

The evening

light

disappeared behind dark clouds; the mist hovered
over the meadows and hung on the tops of the trees;
and the daws flew croaking round the walls of the
tower.

The door

of the

room above creaked on

its

hinges, and the Castellan rattled his ke3's, while the

scholar looked lovinglj' at the leaves which he held in
his hand.
(Tb be continufd^
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thinker and philosopher-poet of the evolutionist school.

In his

" La Morale anglaise contemporaine " he attempted to correct and
complete the evolutionist ethics of Darwin and Spencer while in

FRIEDMAN.

Three names that fell at once upon our world,
Three men who wrought with might for one grand
To spread their country's beauty, valor, fame.

;

aim,

" Les Problemes de I'esthetique contemporaine,

philosophe," and

"

and

"

'Vers d'un

other works he applies his theories to art

still

At an other place of this number the reader will
an English translation of M. Fouillee's second essay which
faithfully explains M. Guyau's lofty ideals as a moralist and poet.
He above all interests us in the latter capacity. Guyau. in fact,

and

Three pens which flashed as one, and wildly whirled

religion.

find

Around

shapes fantastical, and hurled

in

Their force against

all sin,

that hides

shame

its

may be

Behind some gaudy veil or luring name
Then turned around the vale of love, unfurled

considered as one of the earliest monist poets of

France,

;

for,

notwithstanding the fanciful garb in which he clothed some of

his conceptions, such

New scenes of beauty, showed new paths which
About the realms of song, and yet each pen
Revolved about a different sphere, but met

led

and even
than any other contemporary French poet,
indeed, the reader will find him,

more consciously so,
M. Fouillee, in his concluding essay, with a touching pathos dwells
upon his friend's exuberant and unflagging mental activity, despite

-

the depressing influence of long and intense physical sufferings.

At one grand centre where above was shed

The light of stars, and voices said
Have written what your land will

'

;

'

Guyau's

Ye men

Jl'.

.J.

Davidson.

Houghton,

:

We have
liberal standpoint, dealing with the ever present religious
problems of God, Prayer, and Immortality. They are much above
the majority of printed pulpit discourses both in literary style and
many

and

word

will doubtless bring a

readers.

The Critical Period
Houghton, Mifflin

of American History, yokn

&

of help

Fiski;.

and

w.

c. p.

Boston:

Co.

Prof. Fiske's books are always of the first order, both in the

high range of his chosen subjects, the well-stocked and philosophical

understanding he brings to their discussion and the readable

quality of
terest

all

from

period.

The

writer explains the derivation of his

by the remark
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which the succeeding five years prior to the adoption of the
and the election of Washington as first presProf. Fiske's
ident of the United States thoroughly disproved.
book shows very clearly that the most critical and trying times in
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national constitution

a nation's history are not necessarily connected with the dramatic

scenes and incidents of a revolutionary war, but in the after time
of external peace,
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reconstruction begins.

the work of
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Enthusiasm born of

political

a high moral purpose

but a firm and
accompanied by unfaltering resolution, and
Prof. Fiske's latest
sublime patience are needed in the second.
work follows naturally and it is not necessary to say, worthily in
previous
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ings, which should be included some day in a complete history of
the American Republic.
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M. Alfred Fouillee in a series of nine essays recapitulates,
and comments upon the ideas of his gifted friend, M.
Guyau, on the subject of Ethics, Art, and Religion. Jean-Marie
Guyau, who died prematurely on the 31st of March, 18SS, at the

explains,

age of 33 years, nevertheless left behind a series of remarkable
works, which, in point of style and original thought, are at the pres-
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Prof. Davidson's work inevitably recalls another of

and dealing with the same theme, written by John
F. Genung and published five years ago by the same firm.
The
two books are, however, quite different, though each aims to interpret, and supply a running comraerftary on the great poem with
which it deals. Mr. Genung's work is that of the literary critic,
and Prof, Davidson's of the philosophical student. Mr. Genung
deals with the literary form and structure of the poem, building
up a theory of his own on what he calls the three cycles, marked
by the returning Christmas-tide, into which he divides it. Prof.
Davidson concerns himself but very little with questions of this

As legitimately claimed
France M. Guyau ranks as the foremost original

kind, confining his attention almost entirely to the subject-matter
of the poem. He pronounces " In Memoriam" the greatest modern

poem, and ranks it, so far as its moral purpose is concerned, with
the great world-poems of Faust and the Divine Comedy, " Since a
man's moral world is the response to his whole moral nature, including three elements, insight, love and energy, the catastrophe
may come through the failure of any one of these, /. e., through
doubt,

widowed or

world of a Faust

shattered by the

first,

that of a

Tennyson by

pronounces the poem a noble and triumphant tribute
exfjlains at

some length

this particular

The

blasted affection, or unavailing activity.

is

the second, that of a Charles Albert by the third."

The

writer

and
and oflftce of
Prof. Davidson is
to faith,

in his introduction the nature

mental attribute or condition.

and expounder of Rosmini, and takes opportunity to
quote from that writer, saying that no other modern theologian
the disciple

has dwelt so explicitly with the subject of

faith.

He

traces the

progress of the poet's mind from despair and doubt, engendered by

more assured belief, based on a

sorrow, to hope and a
of nature's laws,

and that higher

spiritual

outrank even logical understanding

closer study

perception which must

in the solution of

the deepest

problems of fate and being. Prof. Davidson's book will be found
a helpful and inspiring guide to the study of a poem dealing with
the profoundest questions of religion and philosophy. It is written
in the clear forcible style that makes his w'ork equally free from
verbiage and that obscurity of thought, which often in interpretative labors of this kind, tries to hide itself in a mass of wordy and
meaningless sentences.
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